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Overview

Our team used deep learning to reverse engineer a 3D image generated with MaterialX, a look development platform for computer graphics used for film. Given a computer-generated image of a mesh, shaded using 10 floating point properties, we regress the float values that define each property. We use transfer learning on existing VGG16 and ResNet50 architectures to evaluate the performance of different architectures on this domain. We were able to achieve the best results from our fine-tuned ResNet50 model, which achieved a MSE loss of 0.09 and MAE of 0.26. The network architecture we propose can be used for film and photography applications in which the properties of an image need to be known in order to regenerate similar images using a different platform.

Data

Our dataset consists of 10,000 images that we generated using MaterialX. All images were of a single mesh and shaded using 10 floating point properties: saturation (base), color (3 RGB values), specular, specular roughness, specular color (3 RGB values), and metalness. We first generated the ground truth values for these properties, then used MaterialX to render a mesh shaded with these properties. The input images were cropped and resized to size (224 x 224 x 3) and were labeled with their 10 ground truth property values, all scaled to fall between 0 and 1. RGB values were normalized by dividing by 255. We split the dataset as 65% train, 15% validation, and 20% test for evaluating our model.

Features

The data has (224 x 224 x 3) or 150,528 input features, which consist of the RGB color values that make up the MaterialX images in our dataset. All features are raw input features, since the goal of our project was to create a model that could output the shading properties of an image from its raw depiction. Moreover, we use pre-trained deep neural networks with proven success on computer vision tasks, VGG-16 and ResNet-50, to handle and abstract feature extraction.

Models

We trained the following models:

1. VGG16 (V1) with a fully connected sigmoid output layer of 10 neurons
2. VGG16 (V2) with an added convolutional layer, spatial dropout, and a fully connected output layer of 10 neurons
3. VGG16 with one-hot vectors of 1001 bins for each of the 10 floats for classification (VGG16 with bins V1)
4. VGG16 with one-hot vectors and added convolutional layers (VGG16 with bins V2)
5. ResNet50 (V2) with an added convolutional layer, spatial dropout, and a fully connected output layer of 10 neurons
6. ResNet50 (V3) with an added average pooling layer, two dense layers, spatial dropout, and batch normalization

We sought to compare models so that we could identify the best architecture for the task.

Shown are the basic VGG16 and ResNet50 architectures from which we removed the last pooling and dense layers and added our new architecture for models 1, 2, 3, and 4:

![Basic VGG16 Architecture](image1.png)

![Basic ResNet50 Architecture](image2.png)

We also created a new loss function, modifying cross entropy loss, for our bins-based architecture. We used this for comparing the bins architecture models 5 and 6.

\[ L_i = - \left( 1 + \frac{|c_i - c_0|}{M - 1} \right) \sum_{i=1}^{M} p_{i,c_i} \log(p_{i,c_i}) \]

Results

Comparison of ground truth labels and predictions from ResNet50 V3, our best performing model.
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Discussion and Future Work

We found from our experiments that classification was an easier task for VGG to learn than regression, and that ResNet models outperformed VGG models by a small amount. All models performed similarly on the test set and validation set, but ResNet models, which are inherently simpler than VGG, trained faster and were easier to interpret.

Our best performing model was a pre-trained ResNet50 (ending before the pool and dense layer) with additionally trainable layers, consisting of an average pool, 2x [512 Dense, Dropout 50%] Block, and a BatchNorm layer. In the future, we would recommend training earlier layers as well.

Given more computational resources and time, we would explore using bins to apply the classify-then-regress trick to the ResNet50 models. We would also tune the number of bins used for classification, conduct a grid search for hyperparameters, and apply learning rate decay to all models.
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